REBUS REMIX tiebreakers - HOME EDITION by Dart
In Rebus Remix, players use tiles to spell the answers to clues.
The tiles themselves are either letters, or icon tiles which represent words. The icon tiles have
drawings, and they represent words of approximately three letters. Rebus Remix does not deal
in sounds; icon tiles represent the letters in the word they represent. Once you know what an
icon's meaning is, that meaning never changes.
All the answers to the clues are single, uncapitalized words in 11C, though
they may be clued in a capitalized form. For these tiebreaker rounds, they
are also at least eight letters long and at least three tiles long. For example,
the tiles at left answer the clue "Actor Nicolas". This answer is only four
letters long and two tiles long, but the name does appear uncapitalized in 11C as a word.
There are details of the tiles worth looking for. Although the [age] tile above shows an entire
birthday cake, there are red arrows pointing to the aspect of the picture that you should pay
attention to.
Some tiles show two opposites side by side. One side has the normal white background and a green checkmark under it, and the other is shaded out and has a red
X. This tile represents the unshaded half of the picture.
!

The exclamation point speech bubble indicates that a creature is saying something,
and it is that word that should be used as the meaning for the tile.
A speech bubble with a flag image in it tells you that the meaning of the tile is as
the image would be described in that part of the world. Note that speech bubbles
may appear on tiles that are neither exclamation points nor flags; these simply
represent speech.

If you do a lot of these puzzles, some tiles may become familiar to you, but be careful! Some
icons tiles may look similar, but they can be different in important ways. Look closely.
There are some modifier tiles which are frequently used in tiebreakers. You are not required
to use any of them in forming the solution. Their meanings are:
The Reverse tile reverses the order of the letters in the icon tile
to its left. For example, the tiles on the left answer the clue
“Pushpin relativeˮ.
A letter removal tile removes a particular letter from the icon tile
to its left. For example, the tiles on the left answer the clue
“Chowder ingredientˮ.
This .pdf contains all of the tiebreakers that have been in Rebus Remix used since the
tiebreaker rule was introduced at the 2010 NPL convention in Seattle. I hope you enjoy the
puzzles.
© 2012, Darren Rigby
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SOLUTIONS
1:

[reh<`[ear]SE

7:

[disc][rip<\r][line]

2:

[ref][per<\p][end]A

8:

H[and][spa<\a][ring]

3:

[ill][ega<`[lit]Y

9:

S[per<\p][pen][tin]E

4:

AL[leg][rat<\r][ion]

10:

A[chi][eve][men]T

5:

[tea<\a][leg][rap<`H

11:

[sun<\n][off<`[cat]E

6:

TR[amp]O[line]

12:

[far<\a][eel]O[ade]R

